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Parshant Kumar()
 
I am an IT undergrad from India. I don't have much knowledge of the field of
poems but I write whatever I like. My poems represent my state of mind, at a
particular time. It's not that i have been in all those situations about which I
write, but I have felt what being in these situations is like. Your comments will be
precious for me, to encourage me (or to STOP me from writing anymore crap) .
So please provide comments.
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I Wish I Was...
 
The fight of toys
The tales of granny
The ships of water
And the paper plane
I wish-
I was the child again
 
The “class of friends”
The games and pranks
The ringing of last bell
And running like hell
The fear of maths
The excuses of pain
I wish-
I was in my school again
 
The freedom from rules
The bunks from classes
The lecture in canteen
And the crush on you
Whenever I see your picture
And whenever it rain
I wish
I was in college again…
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It’s Not Easy…
 
Lips trembled but words died
Eyes watered and heart cried
Tears came and fell a few
Because now I know
It’s not easy to forget you…
 
Everyone remained but time changed
Everything lost and nothing gained
Heart forget all feelings new
Because now I know
How to control myself on every sight of you…
 
The sun became slow, slower the moon
Wind blew violently and stopped very soon
The sky was again small and felt less blue
Because now I know
How to stop every thought of you
 
In the rain, in the child
In the dreams, in the winds wild,
In the dark, in the dew
Now I don’t see you!
Because now I am learning
How to forget you
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Will You Forget Me…
 
When the sun is gone
And the darkness comes
When I am alone
And the heart numbs
Will you forget me…
 
When life smiles
And dreams come true
When you are there
Where you want to be
Will you forget me…!
 
In each moment in each while
I can’t forget your gentle smile
But knows thee
Will you forget me…!
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Yesterday Night
 
I saw a cloud
Like a tiny snowball
I saw the mountains
Looking really small
I saw you sleeping
When-
Through the window
Came the moonlight
I was with the moon
Yesterday night
 
I ran over the oceans
I jumped over the river
I touched your face
I kissed your hair
I was in the air
Yesterday night
 
I shined like a pearl
I dived like a bird
I saw you smiling
When you heard it rain
I was in the drops of water
On your window pane
Yesterday night
 
I forgot my limits
I lost my senses
I saw the air
I caught the light
I was nowhere
Yesterday night
 
And to me it seems
I live better in dreams…
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